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                  The Geezer  
Official Journal of the WA Model Aero Club (inc) and  

SAM 270 Western Australia 
 

 

Issue 13: February, 2012 

 Editors Rant.. 
 
Welcome to the new club year everyone and to the first 
“Geezer” for 2012. I trust you have all had a relaxing time 
over the New Year break and are raring to go – because its 
going to be a HUGE year for WAMAC and SAM270! 
 
Canowindra Capers.. 

Lets get the ball rolling with a reminder about the SAM 
champs at Canowindra over Easter. Entry forms are now 
available and if you’re going you need to fill one in and send 
it to Dave “Browny” Brown ASAP. You also need to get your 
accommodation sorted as it will start to dry up soon and you 
don’t want to be sleeping on the side of the road – unless 
you enjoy that sort of thing of course! Even if your not flying, 
the SAM Champs are a fantastic experience: There are 
social events and informal dinners being held on most 
nights and it’s a chance to meet people and swap ideas and 
stories. This year is promising to be HUGE with a lot of folks 
making a special effort to commemorate 30 years of 
competitive SAM flying in Australia. So do yourself a favour 
– book in and go. You won’t regret it! 
 
Chaps at the NATS: 
As you all probably know by now the NATS are being held 
in WA this year centred on Whiteman Park. Dicko has 
cunningly arranged for the majority of the old timer events 
to be held over the last couple of days of the second week 
so those of us going to the SAM champs will have time to 
get ourselves and our equipment back in time to compete. 
Even if you’re not going to the SAM Champs, do your best 
to come out and support the NATS events.  
 
WAMAC Attack.. 

The 2012 calendar has been compiled and published on 
page 8. There has been a LOT of juggling, horse trading, 
swearing and finger pointing done to get it in to shape and it 
won’t be changing – typo’s and revisions not withstanding. It 
will be a significantly compressed calendar as we are 
starting our SAM270/AWA events after the SAM Champs 
and NATS are done – which means that most weekends up 
to the end of November will have scheduled events.  There 
will be some serious strain if there are delays/rescheduling 
due to weather so we will all need to be patient and VERY 
flexible if we are to get through the calendar without missing 
anything out. 
 
Geezer Plee’s.. 

Since there won’t be any comp reports until we kick off in 
April, the next three Geezers will be a bit thin – unless of 
course my intelligent and highly valued readership gets off 
its wrinkled behinds and send me some of the content I 
have been promised over the past 14 months! Thanks to 
Dicko, Green-Grass, Cox, and Mikey B for much of this 
months content. 
 
Troy “Zeek” Latto 
Editor-that’s-large 

 

 
The Paul Baartz Shield 

 
As most of us remember, Paul was very ill in 2010 and for a 
while there was a question mark as to wether he would be 
able to continue his aeromodelling activities. Paul has been 
the longest continuing old timer enthusiast and promoter of 
vintage modelling in WA and has been a driving force for 
many years in establishing what we all enjoy today. He was 
also the individual who registered SAM270 with SAM 
International so we have our own identity here in WA. 
 
While Troy and I were having a few beers in the workshop 
one night, we cogitated on how we could take some of the 
burden from Paul until he got well.  Unfortunately the more 
beer we drank the sillier the ideas got but one of the things 
we discussed was an overall club champion trophy based 
on the contests we run throughout the year. Rather than the 
casual approach employed in times past, we felt that a 
formalized system with a graduating point scale (Similar to 
Dorothy Buckley) would better reward and encourage 
participation in events. By allocating points to all flyers that 
participate on the day, it made sure that even if you didn’t 
win an individual event you could still accrue points in the 
championship simply by entering and joining in the fun.  
After much discussion as to how the points could be 
allocated it was presented to the members at one of our 
general meetings and the idea was accepted. SAM270 was 
reborn! 
 
Discussion then stretched to an appropriate trophy to award 
a club champion. Troy had a shield made from local Jarrah 
with a Carbon fibre prop attached buried in the back of one 
of his cupboards. His father, Dave Latto, had made it for a 
modelling event but it had never been used. Its potential 
use as a SAM trophy was also appropriate as Mr Latto 
Senior had been an old timer enthusiast during his 
modelling career. We ran the idea past Rob Bovell who 
agreed with the sentiment and also agreed that the trophy 
should be renovated to bring it up to standard for SAM270. 
 
Troy and Rob modified, sanded and varnished the new 
trophy, replacing the carbon fibre prop with a great looking 
timber prop to capture the spirit of vintage modelling. A  
plaque was attached as well as an appropriate identification 
plate so in years to come there will be no mistake as to 
what the trophy is all about. It was named the “Paul Baartz 
Shield” not to embarrass Paul but in recognition for the time 
and dedication he has invested in the WA Model Aero Club 
and SAM270 over the past 30 years. 
 
As the first recipient of this award I would like to thank the 
other SAM members who made 2011 an exciting contest 
year and for making it difficult to stay on the top of the 
points ladder.  
 
I am delighted that my name is the first of many others that 
will appear on the award in years to come. 
 
Dicko 
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30th SAM Champs, Canowindra 2012  
 
Program of events: 
 
(Note: all flying events held at Bogwood Farm unless 
otherwise noted) 

 
Thursday 5th April, 2012. 
8am: Free Flight - Vintage Power (MAAA Rules) 
Tomboy, Cardinal Power Ratio, 3cc tanks 
1pm: R/C Oldtimer Glider  
1pm: Control Line Rally. Phantom and Champ Racing.  
1pm: SAM Champs Model Scrutineering.  
4pm: R/C Tomboy.  
Note: No other R/C Flying on Thursday. 
 
Friday 6th April, 2012. 
8.30am to 10.30am Model Scrutineering and 
Registrations (Otherwise by appointment with Dave 
Brown or Committee Member)  
9am: Control Line Rally, Phantom and Champ Racing  
11am: R/C Nostalgia  
12.30pm: Lunch  
1pm: R/C ½A Texaco  
8pm sharp: SAM 1788 Annual General Meeting (Lucky 
door Prize of engine provided by Peter Scott) 
at the CWA Hall, Blatchford Street, Canowindra 
 
Saturday 7th April, 2012. 
9am: R/C Gordon Burford Event.  
12 Noon: Lunch.  
12.30pm: R/C Oldtimer Texaco.  
7pm: BBQ, Buy, Sell & Swap Meet, Indoor Helicopter 
Event (3 channel control only)  
 
Sunday 8th April, 2012. 
9am: R/C ‘38 Antique.  
12 Noon: Lunch  
12.30pm: R/C Duration.  
6.30pm: Presentation Dinner and Raffle at Canowindra 
Bowling Club 
 
Monday 9th April, 2012. 
9am: R/C Standard Duration  
12 Noon: Lunch  
12.30pm: R/C 2cc Duration  
 

CLOSING DATE FOR ENTRIES  
30th March, 2012. 

 
Send Entries to:  
 
Dave Brown 
Entries Co-Ordinator 
2 Cary Avenue 
WALLERAWANG NSW 2845 
 
All Inquiries should be directed to Dave Brown - 

Telephone 02 6355-7298 

65th AWA/MAAA Nationals in Perth: 
 
Program of Old timer events: 

 

Date/Time Event Venue 
14/4 9:00am ½ a Electric  Texaco Whiteman Park 
18/4 9:00am ½ a Texaco Wanneroo AM 
18/4 12:30 pm Open Duration Wanneroo AM 
19/4 9:00am Burford Duration Wanneroo AM 
19/4 12:30pm Antique 38 Wanneroo AM 
20/4 9:00am Standard Duration Wanneroo AM 
20/4 12:30pm Texaco Wanneroo AM 
 
Other events that may interest SAM/WAMAC members: 
 

Date/Time Event Venue 
13/4 7:30am Slow Open Power (FF) Meckering 
14/4 7:30am Open Power (FF) Meckering 
18/4  7:30pm Night Scramble (FF) Whiteman Park 
19/4 8:30am Free Flight Scale Whiteman Park 
19/4 2:30pm Day Scramble (FF) Whiteman Park 
 
Registration: Thursday April 12 at Whiteman Park admin center. 
 
Info: www.aeromodellerswa.info/nationals 
__________________________________________________ 

Butcher birds.. 
 
Hi Troy, 
 
Hope you are enjoying the warm windy weather – just right for 
flying eh? 
 
I thought you might be interested to see two photos I took last 
month whilst visiting the South Australian Aviation Museum in 
Port Adelaide. 
 
We had tour of their workshop and this rather sad looking 
model was languishing on the bench. The guys on duty at the 
museum didn’t know anything about it, but no doubt someone is 
intending to restore it for a display. 
 
Do you have any idea what it is (was!)? 
 
After the non-performance of my obese Tomboy last week I will 
retire it for a while. Hopefully the Kerswap will be ready in a 
couple of weeks. 
 
Regards, 
Michael Butcher 

 

 
Beats me what this is – but its obviously very old  
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Another view of model “X” – anyone know? 

 

 
Mike’s 1/2a Kerswap is coming along nicely.. 

 

 
Another view of the Kersplat. 

_________________________________________________ 
 

 
SAM 270 Grand Poo-bah Paul Baartz watches the 

competition intently at 1/2a electric Texaco.. 
 

Just a minute.. 
 

 
 

WAMAC.  Minutes of general meeting held on:  9
th
 

December 2011 
 
Held at:  20 Granville Way, Willetton 
 
Meeting started at:  8.10pm 
 
Members present: I.Dixon, P.Baartz, 
H.VanLeeuwen, R.Bovell, K.Hooper, M.Butcher, 
G.Dickens, R.Sherburn 
 
Apologies:  T.Latto, R.Rowson, P.Everitt 
 
Visitors:  Angela Dickens 
 
Correspondence inwards:   
Seasons greetings from Larry Davidson (USA), 
Thank you letter from Hank Nystrom for free ad in 
Geezer, Adelaide Aero motive thanking us for free ad 
in Geezer and offering a Taipan Repro engine for a 
give-away. 
 
Correspondence outwards:  
Geezer newsletter to members and other interested 
parties. 
Thank you letter to Adelaide Aero motive 
 
Treasurers report:  Balance at bank: $14,447.49     
19 members and 8 associates 
Account for payment for Christmas party $102.00 
Moved report accepted and account paid P.Baartz, 
2

nd
 G.Dickens and carried 

 
Minutes of previous meeting:  were confirmed as 
circulated to members. 
 
Business arising: nil 
 
General Business: Discussion regarding contest 
calendar for 2012, agreed unanimously on calendar 
as circulated to all members.  Some chat about 
nationals in April 2012. 
 
DII has been sourced and will be available from Ian 
Dixon next week. 
 
Competition results:   
½ A Electric trial event was last event for the year 
and attracted 8 entries of which 6 made the fly-off.    
Result.    
1. R.McDonald,   
2. P.Baartz,    
3.R.Silbereisen 
 
 
Meeting Closed at: 8.43pm. Next meeting to be 
held on Friday February 10, 2012 at 20 Granville 
Way, Willeton starting at 8:00pm or thereabouts. 
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Hold on to your cox dept.. 

 

(This month we conclude a series of articles aimed at  

unlocking  the mysteries of that blighted piece of model aero 

engineering – the Cox .049. This comes courtesy of our 

resident engine guru, Richard Sutherland. Note: The yellow 

highlighted sections are updates to the original text and include 

notes from Jon Fletcher – another Cox sage. Read on!) 

 
Everything you wanted to know about the 1/2A 

Texaco motor  

 

(OR  the science and witchcraft of the reed valve 049) 

By Richard Sutherland 

Testing 
 

Ok, so now you have assembled the perfect Texaco motor and 
it is time to start it up – you will probably find your ‘pride and joy’ 
will barely run for a minute (my first Texaco motor would only 
run for 45 seconds, and it wasn’t very powerful either) – you 
have just entered the TWILIGHT COX ZONE - where the laws 
of physics no longer apply. 
 
Your motor may not even run!  The ideal Texaco prop may be 
too large for it.  I have found that the ‘single small bypass’ 
cylinder can be thirstier than the ‘twin small bypass’ cylinder?  I 
once compared two identical glow heads on the same motor 
and the run time consistently differed by 30 seconds.  
 
So it now comes down to a matter of testing and swapping 
parts (pistons, cylinders, reeds, NVs, glow heads, back-plates 
etc).  Try different sizes and brands of prop.  If the motor is 
lugging, try trimming the prop diameter slightly.  Experiment 
with different fuel mixes, various mixes will perform better under 
different weather conditions. 
 
When swapping cylinders, don’t be too precious about matched 
piston/cylinder pairs (it is easier to swap just the cylinder 
without disassembling the motor to swap piston and cylinder). 
With each change, time the run several times until you get 
repeatable results.  If it runs for longer – keep the new 
component – if not revert to the original and swap another part 
etc.  After making a few changes try that first cylinder that didn’t 
work so good earlier – all the parts interact! 
 
The aim is to get the optimum combination for your particular 
model. My current 1/2A Texaco motor has a ‘twin small bypass’ 
cylinder with about 9 thou of SPI.  I tried several ‘single small 
bypass’ cylinders to no avail. 
 
Remember “Cleanliness is next to Coxliness”.  It is impossible 
to get repeatable test results when a motor runs erratically. 
Note:  The NV is the one part of the Cox motor that behaves 

logically – there is excellent correlation between the 
NV position and the run time.  If you can keep the 
motor running at a leaner setting – it will run for longer. 

 
Once I was able to get a reliable motor run of 4 to 5 minutes, I 
stopped experimenting since a longer run could start to become 
a liability during the rounds (due to the requirement to be back 
on the ground within 2 minutes of the 6 minute max).  

Of course, a longer run would be beneficial in the “flyoff” (when the 2 
minute requirement doesn’t apply). So if further experimentation 
gave a motor that was capable of say an 8 minute run, you could 
always let it run for a couple of minutes before launching (or half fill 
the tank) during the rounds. 
 
Enlarging the tank (Cheating)! 
 

I include this section to illustrate the upper limit to fuel capacity gain 
that could potentially be achieved through machining, and to show 
that the gains are small, and not because I condone cheating. I 
imagine a skilled machinist could skim the inside of the tank by up to 
0.5mm and taper the intake venturi tube and gain a maximum of 
0.4cc.  Partly removing the bolt bosses and casting bits in the back-
plate could possibly gain another 0.1cc, giving a total of 0.5cc (fuel 
and air leaks would be more of a problem though). 
 
An 8cc tank could possibly be shortened so that it is just a bit longer 
than the 5cc tank, each extra 1mm would gain 0.5cc.  Maybe an 
extra 1mm would not be readily discernable?  Mind you, this would 
stuff up the venturi diameter.At around a total of 1cc, the gain is 
20%.  I imagine it would take many hours of skilled machining, so 
you would need to be pretty desperate to win.   And it still wouldn’t 
negate the need to go through the test/swapping phase - although 
the custom components would complicate the swapping of 
components significantly! 
 
With all the other variables, I doubt the extra seconds would make 
that much difference in the end. 
 
A different approach for Australia 
 

In 1965 Gordon Burford introduced the Taipan 1cc diesel (page 82 
of Maris Disler’s book) which weighs  69 grams.  Gordon also 
produced a tank-mount for the Taipan 1.5 glow series 67 (page 78 
of Maris Disler’s book).Maris notes some difficulty in starting the 
Taipan 1cc.  However I find that  my example handles well and 
produces good power.  Rob Rowson’s version also performs great 
in his 44” Tomboy. 
 
Unfortunately the Taipan 1cc was only produced in limited quantities 
(in his 1983 article in Airborne #60, Ivor F suggests 250, and Maris 
Disler suggests 400 in his book). Ideally if a talented replica builder 
(hint to D. Owen or D. Burke) could be convinced to produce a 
replica Taipan 1cc (along with a tank-mount in character with the 
Burford 1.5cc tank-mount but with a bolt pattern that matches the 
Cox 049), we could introduce a fair dinkum Aussie version of 1/2A 
Texaco and be rid of Leroy’s Revenge forever! 
 
Addendum – Jon Fletcher provided the following 
information/comment. 
 

The one really weak point with ball joint small end engines is that 
there is no positive rotational location for the piston in the bore.  So 
not only has the piston and bore to be a very good fit and the right 
taper, they both have to be absolutely round.  I was always curious 
why particularly the reed engines would slow and even stop and yet 
if the NV was quickly richened they would pick up and run at speed 
again for about another 30 secs when they would mysteriously slow 
again.  One day I was test running an old  rebuilt engine which had 
a big rust stain (pitting below the rubbing surface) on the piston 
skirt.  It was large enough to observe the piston whilst it was 
running.  What I then saw was that this stain showed that the piston 
slowly rotated whilst the engine was running and about one rotation 
every thirty seconds.  So it seemed logical to me that every thirty 
seconds the tight spot that occurs when the slightly oval piston and 
slightly oval bore match up.  The engine slows due to the friction 
drag and would also heat up slightly too probably worsening the 
"nip".  Opening the NV introduces excess fuel which cools the piston 
and bore down and the engine speeds up again.  When at speed 
the NV can be returned to the previous setting. 
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Piston ball joint reset tool - For the TD 049's I used to run in 
1/2A Free Flight I designed and made a "360" degree swaging 
tool.  Tool is in two halves held together with small socket head 
cap screws.  This tool over came the problem of the slotted tool 
generating an "egg" shaped swage,  no matter how much you 
rotated the piston and re swaged.  Also I do the swaging by 
slowly squeezing the tool in a 4" bench vice with plain jaws 
whilst rocking a 0.106" dia. drill through the big end eye to 
sense the nip point. 
 
Varnish build up – De-lacquering of the bore I do on Cox's 
advice specifically using 000 to 0000 grade fine steel wool held 
between a couple of split lolly sticks.  When I can see a brown 
stain at the top of the bore is when I do the de-lacquering. 
 
Fuel tank o-ring - Be cautious about using substitute "O" rings 
to seal back plates to the rear of the tank.  I have encountered 
distorted tank backs where a far too big an  "O" ring seal has 
been fitted.  The original seal used by Cox was a punched 
(knife cut) gasket cut from 0.031" thick rubber sheet.  I assume 
that it would have been nitrile rubber (Buna N).  I cut my 
replacement gaskets exactly the same way using a knife cut 
punch I made.  These seal effectively without overloading the 
tank to back plate joint. 
 
Back-plate material - Acetal resin was used extensively by Cox 
and most likely from DuPont so it would have been Delrin.  
However the later molded tank backs and the later 8cc tanks I 
believe were molded in nylon 66.  Glass filled in some tank 
backs I have seen some which have a characteristic semi matt 
appearance and are stiffer.  Acetal resin is compatible with 
petroleum fuels and is very widely used by automotive 
manufacturers and others for components in the fuel systems 
and has been for decades and is well proven. 
 
NV seal - I am always curious about the reputed "air leaking 
down the needle thread" assertion and it may well be right.  
However I have never found any difference when sealing a 
needle with a piece of silicon tube or cleaning an old needle 
thoroughly that was gooped up (with castor oil making a good 
air seal). 
 
Fuel - Haven't tried petrol yet but I did do some experiments 
with water added to the fuel.  Can't remember the details now 
but it definitely extended the engine run for minimal reduction in 
RPM.  I think I tried ~ 3 to 5%. 
 
Facing mating surfaces - I do lapping on a piece of 6mm thick 
glass with diamond paste.  Wet and dry paper is compliant and 
always gives rounded edges to surfaces "linished" flat even if 
the paper is held down on glass.  I have also lapped the head 
seating surface in the cylinder using an old blown Glo Bee head 
insert as the lap.  However, unheard of for the head seat to 
warp out of flat. Used copper seating washers I anneal with a 
cigarette lighter flame,  holding the part on a piece of wire. 
 
Run-in - The most success I have had with 1/2A Texaco 
engines is to run them in for at least 1hr. in a series of full 
tank runs.  Always start on a 6 x 3 or 5 1/2 x 3 to let the engine 
"settle in".  When I first did this with a new Texaco engine, I did 
notice that the engine's consistency and ability to run slowly 
with big props improved markedly over a full day of test running. 
 
Jon Fletcher’s setup - I do not have any particular reason for 
this but after trying various props, fuels and glow heads I settled 
on an APC 7 x 5 E prop., 45% nitro fuel with 20% Castrol M and 
TD 049 (Cox part #1702) glow head.  That gave me 4 min. to  4 
min. 30 sec. run with the model climbing as least as high as 
everyone else's.  In windy weather I'd switch to an old F1C 
hand laid up glass fibre 7 x 3 prop. which gave a faster climb to 
fly upwind of the launch point though had a shorter run time. 
 
 
 

Concluding remarks 
 

I guess most flyers would have observed a Cox 049 doing the 
speedup/slowdown cycle as described by Jon Fletcher above.  
There is not much that can be done to stop the piston rotating.  
Perhaps you could remove the rod, mill flats on the “ball” and 
make a special reset tool to press onto the now non–spherical 
rod end.  However, removing the rod and refitting in this manner 
would likely weaken the joint too much, I think it is easier to 
swap pistons/cylinders until you get a good (i.e. perfectly round) 
combo. 
 
I am a bit surprised that Jon is able to get such a long run with 
45% nitro, but these Cox motors can be weird beasts.  Finally, 
perhaps something like this mix could be the ultimate 1/2A 
Texaco fuel?? 
 
[4% castor oil,  4% synthetic oil,  10% nitro-methane,  3% 
water,  15% petrol,  64% methanol]. 
 

The End 

 

The Cox 049, Taipan 1cc and the radial mount with integrated 

tank.  

I think you would all agree that Richards article has lifted our 

collective Cox knowledge above and beyond the norm. Thanks 

to Richard and Jon Fletcher for this highly informative and much 

appreciated series of columns. Look forward to many more in 

the future. 

__________________________________________________ 

Why Some Men Have Dogs Instead Of Wives: 
 
1. The later you are, the happier your dog is to see you. 
2. Dog's don't notice if you call them by another name. 
3. Dogs like it if you leave a lot of things on the floor. 
4. A dog's parents never visit. 
5. Dogs agree that you have to raise your voice to get your point 
across. 
6. You never have to wait for a dog; they're ready to go 24 hours a day. 
7. Dogs find you amusing when you're drunk. 
8. Dog like to go hunting and fishing and to the beach. 
9. A dog will not wake you up in the night to ask: "If I died, would you 
get another dog?" 
10. If a dog has babies, you can put an ad in the paper and give them 
away. 
11. A dog will let you put a studded collar on without calling you a 
pervert. 
12. If a dog smells another dog on you, the don't get mad. They just 
think it's interesting. 
13. Dogs like to ride in the back of a pick-up truck. 
14. Last but not least: If a dog leaves, he won't take half your stuff. 
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Deconstruction Page.. 
 
I just know how much you guys love your Green-Grass updates every month so its time to present to you the RAMROD 750 
for EP Nostalgia. Built from a Klarich kit and powered by the devils machinery.. 
 
 

   
              Rear view showing the distinctive tail design..   Port side view..its quite a large model.. 
 

  
Peter assembled the spars, pinned each panel down then glued the ribs, TE and LE. Wing tips would be a challenge!! 
 
   

Model Name  
Ramrod 250-

750 
Approv.Country  USA 

Sam Type  Nostalgia 

 Date yy/mm  56/06 

GoTo SearchPage Designer  StGean_Ron 

Kitter  SIG  

Publisher  Model Airplane News 

ProjSpan inch  40.00 

DevSpan inch  40.00 

Chord inch  0.00 

Fuselage type  Pylon 

WingSection  ? 

 

Also Known 

As   

  Source: www.boundy39.com 

 
Fuselage with ribless stab fitted. On the climbout during flight testing 
The tail came adrift and the results weren’t pretty. A larger fin was  
Diagnosed as the most likely remedy. 
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Dicko-nstruction Page.. 
 
Dicko’s neighbours discuss his new Antique glider.. 
 

Murphy: B’Jesus! Would ye be lookin at dat ‘ting O’Riordan ? T’be sure its not a Leprechaun is it now?       
 
O’Riordan: Yer bloind you are, Murphy! T’is a dodo if ever oi seen one! 
 
Murphy: Dodo my arse, Pat! T’is a Leprechaun, so it is, or me names not Seamus Murphy! Now gimme dat bottle of 
Jamieson’s and be shuttin dat mout’ o’ yours! 
 
O’Riordan: Yer name ain’t Seamus Murphy, its Moichael Murphy, so it is, and ye wouldn’t be knowin’ a Leprechaun from a 
hole in your arse ye’ drunk basted! Now pass back dat bottle!! 
 
Murphy: Oi’ll not be returnin’ d the bottle, so I will, while ye are talking in such a manner about the little folk 
 
O’Riordan: Well if ye not be returnin me bottle Murphy, lets be havin at ya! 
 
(Sounds of fighting) 
 

   
                                    The nude Leprechaun poses on the lawn – fresh from the workshop! 
 
. 

 
Fully clothed - Dicko gives the Leprechaun some scale. Its HUGE! 

The Specs: 
 

Name:   Leprechaun 

Type:    Vintage Glider 

Builder:   Ian Dixon 

Designed by:  R. A Twomey (UK) 

Published:  Aeromodeller (March 1950) 

Span:    103 inches (2 piece wing) 

Chord:   27 Inches 

Radio:  Spektrum DX7,orange rx,  2 

servo’s mounted in stabilizer 

Construction: Balsa/Spruce/Aluminium 

Covering:   Silk and dope (fuselage) 

      Polyspan and Dope (Wings) 

     Tissue and Dope (rud/elev) 

   Sprayed with polyurethane 
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2012 SAM270 “Paul Baartz Shield” 
Progress table 

 

SAM No. Name    Points 
SAM27017 I Dixon   0 
SAM2706  R McDonald  0 
SAM27024 R Sutherland  0 
SAM2701  P Baartz   0 
SAM2703  R Rowson  0 
SAM2704  T Latto   0 
SAM27021 K Hooper   0 
SAM27023 G McLure   0 
SAM27013 A Trott   0 
SAM27019 R Bovell   0 
SAM27025 L Isitt   0 
SAM27025 R Sherburn  0 
SAM27010 G Eyres   0  
SAM27012 G Dickens  0 
SAM27016 J Voak   0 
SAM27026 B Slyns-Daniels  0 
    P Everitt   0 
SAM2702  P Spencer  0 
SAM2705  D Hope   0 
SAM2707  D Bentley   0 
SAM2708  D Gibbs   0 
SAM2709  G Sayers   0 
SAM27011 R Hoogenkamp  0 
SAM27014 H Van Leeuwen  0  
SAM27015 G Cook   0 
SAM27018 R Rumble   0 
SAM27020 C Behr   0 
___________________________________________________ 
 

“Paul Baartz Shield” criterium 
SAM270 is presenting all club events for the 2011 
flying season. Participation is open to all AWA 
affiliated pilots but trophies and points will only be 
awarded to SAM270 members. SAM270 
membership is automatically awarded to new and re-
joining WAMAC members and numbers will be 
allocated on a sequential basis. Once you are 
allocated a SAM number, its yours for life and it will 
not be re-allocated. An entry fee for each event will 
be charged to cover costs of trophies and engraving. 
Points are allocated thusly: First place 4 points; 
Second place 3 points; Third place 2 points; One 
point is awarded for flying in the event.  
 
 

Office Wallahs.. 
 

President : Ian Dixon  
 
Email: ian@perthartglass.com.au 
 
Secretary/Treasurer: Paul Baartz  
 
Email: paulbaartz@hotmail.com 
 
Vice President/Geezer Editor: Troy Latto 
 
Email: latto@iprimus.com.au 
 
Contest Co-ordinator : Rob Bovell 
 
Email: bert6058@yahoo.com.au 
______________________________________________ 

 
Club Meetings 

 

Meetings will be held on the second Friday of every 
month at Paul Baartz’s place - 20 Granville Way, 
Willetton. Meetings kickoff at 8pm sharp, The waffle 
kicks off about 10 mins later. Bring yourself and a 
sense of humour. Tea and coffee will be provided. 
Stronger Beveridge’s are at your own expense and 
will be gratefully consumed when you’re not looking. 
 
______________________________________________ 

Club PlanZ Library 
 

The club has a growing library of old timer and 
nostalgia plans for your delectation. The catalogue is 
available from Ian Dixon. The simple rule of the plans 
library is: If you borrow it, copy it and bring back the 
original! If you have a plan that you would like to 
donate to the library, see Ian and he will snatch it 
from your trembling hand!  
_____________________________________________ 

 
 
 

Contest Calendar for 2012 
 
 

Date               Event                   Location         Start time 

May 27
th

  Nostalgia   Oakford  9.30am  
June 10

th
   1/2A Texaco and Burford  Oakford  9.30am 

July 1
st
   Duration    Oakford  9.30am 

July 15
th
   38 Antique   Wanneroo 9.30am 

August 12
th
  Burford      Oakford  9.30am 

August 25
th
  Std Duration   Merredin  2.00pm 

August 26
th
  Texaco    Merredin  9.30am 

September 9
th
  Duration                 Oakford          9.30am 

September 23
rd
 Std Duration          Oakford  9.30am 

October 7
th
  1/2A electric Trial   Oakford  9.30am 

October 21
st
     Texaco                  Oakford 9.30am 

November 4
th
  1/2A Texaco                  Oakford  9.30am 

November 18
th
  38 Antique              Wanneroo 9.30am 

November 25
th
  Tomboy Rally   Oakford  9.30am 

 

Note: The Nostalgia and electric O/T events marked in BLUE are TRIAL events for 2011 run by SAM270. 
Events marked in RED are AWA State events run by WAMAC. All other events are club events run by SAM270 
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SAM Supporters 
 

 

  Texas Timers   
 
Suppliers of clockwork and electronic timers and accessories for 

free flight aircraft 
 

Hank Nystrom 

Phone: (423) 282-6423 

Email: sales@texastimers.com 

www.texastimers.com 

 
 
 Want an Aussie made Ignition system?  

Who you gonna call? 
 

               Peter Scott!! 
 
Ignition coil assemblies with transistor - 

ready to go only $70!! 
 

. Contact qualmag@optusnet.com.au 
   Or Phone: (02) 9624 1262 

 
 

  

 

This space for rent – email 

latto@iprimus.co.au if you would like 

your products/services advertised in 

this magazine. 

 

 
Larry Davidson 

66 Casa Mia Circle 

Moneta, VA. 24121-5307 

(540)721-4563 

Supplier of specialist model equipment for 

antique and spark ignition motors 

     Email: samchamp@jetbroadband.com 

 
 

         Model Draughting Services 

Providers of quality laser cut Antique, Vintage, 

Nostalgia, Sport, Scale, Control Line and Free Flight 

kits, plans and accessories. 

Dave Brown 

2 Cary Ave 

Wallerwang, 2845, NSW 

Ph: 02 6355 7298  

                           Email: daveb@ix.net.au 

 

 
 

Klarich Custom Kits has been a family owned and operated business for over fifteen 
yearsserving clients around the world. We produce partial model air plane kits. 
Includingbut not limited toAntique old timer and Nostalgia free-flight. Hand crafting all 
thecurved parts, we have put together a partial kit for free-flight and adaptive radio-
controlled 

2301 Sonata Drive 
Rancho Cordova, Ca 95670 
Phone: (916) 635-4588 
KlarichKits@gmail.com 

 

Great products, excellent service, competitive pricing! 
 

 

  

 
 
We make thousands of excellent parts for collectors and model engine enthusiasts 
all over the world. If you are in need of an authentic, well-made reproduction part 
for any model engine, you have found the BEST and LARGEST source for 
professionally produced antique model engine parts anywhere. 
 

Email: info@woodysengines.com or Phone (269) 665-9693 

 


